Buzzfeed Jesus
“Immediately and at once”

Mark 1: 1-9 “The ruler of everything is on his way”
Section 1: The Message (1:9 – 3:12)
The Ruler is God’s Son
Therefore authority over:
•
Satan
•
People
•
Evil
•
Sickness
•
Through his words
Authority to do what?
•
Make people clean
•
Forgive sins
•
Welcome sinners
•
Rewrite the law
Response…..
•
Hatred (3:6)
Repent and believe – how are you responding to the message?

Section 2: The Power (3:13 – 6:6)
Listen to Jesus words (4) because they
•
•
•
•

Control nature
Bring humanity back out of chaos
Call forth faith
Defeat death

But amazingly, people miss it!
“The measure you use it will be measured to you” – are you listening to Jesus powerful words?

Section 3: The Training (6:7 – 8:30)
•
•
•

Two Parties
The God of the Old Testament is here
People are unclean

So trust him! But will they see? Even after the same miracle twice?
8:27-30 In the end Peter gets there? (1:1)
Intermission: The ruler from God has the power to make us clean – trust his words and you’ll see
Will you see who Jesus is?

Section 4: The Cost (8:31 – 10:52)
How does the King’s authority, through his words, make us clean? Through his death.
Prediction 1:
Implications:
Prediction 2:
Implications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For me
For loving others
For sin
For marriage
For children
For money
For life

Prediction 3:
Implications:
-

The attitude you shouldn’t have
The attitude you should have

Will you trust Jesus death? And therefore humble yourself?

Section 5: The Judgement (11:1 – 13:37)
The Fig Tree and the Temple – no fruit
We can’t accept the new kingdom because of
•
Politics
•
Marriage
•
Loving God and people
•
Self seeking pride
•
Valuing wrong things
So God will get rid of the whole thing.
Are you a fruitless tree because you are committed to your own rightness?

Section 6: The Love (14:1 – 16:8)
His life is his death

God will strike the shepherd

Abandoned, crowned, forsaken – the King rules by serving

The best Mark sandwich: Death, curtain, soldier – his death makes us clean

Conclusion: He is alive, just as he said

Recaptivated

